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1. Region Overview  
 
Membership 
 
The geographic area of the NMRA British Region includes the United Kingdom 
(England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland), its dependent islands and the 
Republic of Ireland.   
 
The NMRA British Region membership on 31 December 2017 was 562 members.  
Please note that membership numbers are in a constant state of flux, with either 
members renewing late or not renewing and new members joining, so the numbers 
are only accurate at the time of producing a member count.  
 
The Membership Director, Peter Bowen, is also the Membership Renewals Officer. He 
is assiduous in contacting all those who have not renewed their membership, either 
by email, or for those without email, by post. In 2017, sixty-five former members 
who had still not renewed despite Peter Bowen’s multiple chasing, and who had their 
phone number listed in the NMRA British Region Directory, were personally 
telephoned by David McLaughlin, the then Vice President. David was able to make 
contact with 60 of those 65 members by phone with the positive result of 44 
renewing their membership. 
 
Several of those members contacted by phone said how pleased they had been 
contacted – some of whom were now either house-bound or of limited mobility. All 
expressed their pleasure in being kept in touch with the NMRA British Region 
through its magazine, ‘Roundhouse’. Many would welcome contact from other 
members in their area – especially the offer of car sharing to nearby model rail 
events.  
 
It was also humbling to speak with one lady who explained that her husband 
couldn’t come to the phone as his carer was caring for him at that time but she was 
particularly anxious to share how very much she and her husband had enjoyed 
many years of travelling to national conventions in the States as well as the NMRA 
British Regional conventions where they had made many, many friends on both 
sides of the Atlantic. This led me to reflect on the convention dinner at the 2016 
NMRA British Region Meriden Convention where many older members, about a third 
of all those attending the convention dinner. This is an area that as the NMRA British 
Region BOD we need to reflect on and address what we can offer to our older 
members as well as encouraging our younger members and recruiting new 
members. 



The 562 NMRA British Region members include 33 Life Members and nine members 
to whom British Region has awarded “Freedom of Region” for outstanding services 
to British Region (they are not required to pay any dues and have free entry to all 
Region events – Region pays their dues to National). Our annual renewals season is 
about to commence. 
 
The NMRA British Region membership statistics at 31 December 2017 are set out 
below. 
 
NMRA Members in UK/Eire 562 

NMRA Members in UK/Eire subscribing to ‘Roundhouse’ 513 

NMRA Members in UK/Eire not subscribing to ‘Roundhouse’ 49 

Other NMRA Members subscribing to ‘Roundhouse’ 5 

Total Members subscribing to ‘Roundhouse’ 523 

Subscriptions to NMRA Magazine (formerly Scale Rails) (excluding Life Members) 76 

Subscriptions to NMRA Magazine (formerly Scale Rails) (Life Members) 31 

Total Members subscribing to NMRA Magazine (formerly Scale Rails) 107 
 
The NMRA British Region BOD is fully committed to ensuring our data is full, 
complete and accurate when sent to National and there are cross-checks and fail 
safes in place to spot missed data. However, the NMRA British Region BOD remains 
concerned that NMRA British Region data is being inputted manually by National 
which has apparently led to a number of inaccuracies on National’s database. 
 
The review of the NMRA British Region existing membership database and the 
impact of the reform of data protection rules in the European Union which will apply 
from 25 May 2018 will both be discussed by the NMRA British Region BOD at its 
meeting at Benson, Oxfordshire on Saturday 13 January 2018. 
 
A new look NMRA British Region Directory was produced in 2017 with greater clarity 
of the listing of NMRA British Region Elected Officers and Appointed Officers as well 
as full colour cover photograph of Brian Moore’s ‘Quisling’ Freemo modules. 
 
The challenge for the NMRA British Region is retention with some leavers quoting old 
age and inability to get to events, change of modeling interest including cutting back 
on diverse interests (something has to give!), lack of contact (including one who had 
actually requested no contact!) and membership not meeting expectations.  We 
strive to create and deliver more benefits to our members. 
 
Regional and National Membership Fees 
 
The proposed increase in National dues and the need to fund the National 
appointment of a Marketing Consultant led to significant grass roots concerns within 
the NMRA British Region. As the then Vice President, I received in excess of 140 
emails on these two topics – on the one hand, many expressing their concerns 
(including significant calls for the NMRA British Region to be disbanded) and on the 
other hand, many trying to elicit explanations from National. As well as this volume 
of emails, I also received a very significant number of lengthy phone calls. These 
issues were significantly exacerbated by the initial lack of response from National. 



The NMRA British Region BOD was therefore delighted to receive extremely helpful 
emails from Frank Koch, NMRA Chief Financial Officer and Gerry Leone, NMRA VP – 
Special Projects. These enabled the NMRA British Region BOD to hold a special BOD 
meeting in advance of the NMRA BR Grand Central Convention at Derby between 
27– 29 October 2017. Just over 25% of all NMRA BR members attended the Derby 
Convention over the course of the weekend.  
 
A key part of this year’s Convention was the AGM on 28 October 2018 which was 
attended by over 40 NMRA BR members. An important discussion on the future dues 
structure took place at the AGM. I would like to pay an especial tribute to NMRA BR 
Treasurer, Chris James, for his thorough, open and transparent analysis of the 
budget and the need for both the National and Regional components of the annual 
dues to ideally be increased. The Treasurer’s thoughtful presentation was followed 
by an open series of questions from the floor where each individual question or 
observation was responded to in full by the Treasurer. A separate vote for each of 
the National and Regional components of the annual dues was taken. Both were 
passed unanimously. This discussion took place over a period of 39 minutes and 45 
seconds within an AGM lasting 1½ hours. I was delighted when, at the end of the 
meeting, Past President Steve Park, congratulated me on the best NMRA British 
Region AGM he had attended in his long NMRA membership. 
 
Our unique selling point within a marketplace in the United Kingdom that covers all 
aspects of model railroading is that we cater for enthusiasts who want to model 
North American railroads. Our recruitment is proving quite successful in certain 
areas where there has been a prolonged presence at local train shows with display 
stands and demonstrations – “sharing know-how” (our strap line). We continued to 
appeal to those in the age group 45-65+; younger members are proving elusive. 
 
Events 
 
We hold one Convention and at least two Region Meets per annum.  This year 
Region Meets were held at Benson (Winter) and Crewe (Spring).  The Convention 
this year (traditionally at the end of October to coincide with school half term break) 
was held in Derby in the Midlands. We attracted overseas visitors from Germany, 
the Netherlands and the USA. The Convention for 2018 will be back at the Derby 
Conference Centre (venue for the 2017 event). There will also be at least two 
Region Meets in Benson (Winter), and Crewe (Spring).  Some Divisions also arrange 
their own local events with the Scottish Division arranging their own event for the 
first time in many years. 
 
We have over 20 active groups, only two of which meet as a Division, all others 
being equivalent to Sub-Divisions, who meet regularly, some as often as weekly but 
most are monthly.  These Groups cover the UK and Ireland, though with none taking 
place at present in the Republic of Ireland. 
 
British Region presented its bid to host the National Convention in Birmingham in 
2022 (working name: “The Heart of England”) to the Business Meeting in 
Indianapolis in July 2016 and it was accepted. The Chair of the 2022 organizing 
committee is Kathy Millatt MMR. It will be 51 years since British Region hosted a 
National Convention in London in 1971. 
 
 



Newsletters 
 
British Region produces two magazines/newsletters, both on a bi-monthly basis:  
 

• ‘Roundhouse’ on the even months; and  
• ‘BRe-news’, introduced in 2013, on the odd months.   

 
‘Roundhouse’ has been existence for many decades and is produced both in hard 
copy and electronically.  ‘Roundhouse’ subscribers will shortly be able to also access 
‘Roundhouse’ electronically. 
 
The former Editor of ‘Roundhouse’ Martin Boyask suddenly passed away in April 
2017. Martin had carried out the role of Editor of ‘Roundhouse’ for over 34 years! 
The generosity of his gift of volunteering for the NMRA British Region for over three 
and a half decades was profound. Tributes were published on four pages of the 
August 2017 ‘Roundhouse’. 
 
I am delighted to report that Membership Director, Peter Bowen, who is a 
professional graphic designer, has taken on the role of Publisher and Editor of 
‘Roundhouse’ with great gusto enabling Martin’s creation of ‘Roundhouse’ to 
continue, develop and flourish.  
 
‘Roundhouse’ now contains not only news but many modeling and prototype articles 
by both members and other contributors and is thus more a magazine.  There are 
some subscribers from outside British Region.  
 
In March 2013 we introduced an electronic newsletter ‘BRe-news’ which is just news 
– news within Region, Divisions and across the NMRA world and the hobby.  It is 
distributed to all members with e-mail addresses.  We now include in it the Bulletin 
section of the NMRA Magazine along with copies of the National President’s Car, all 
taken from the NMRA main website as and when they are made available. 
 
Mobile App 
 
The NMRA British Region developed a mobile app in 2016 and have seen a large 
acceptance of this contemporary communication device and to date over 400 
members have installed the app on to their smart phones. This gives us the 
opportunity to communicate directly with them through push notifications – SMS 
text messaging. It also provides the following: 
 

• Up to date event listings 
• News for members 
• Membership renewals 
• NMRA Videos 
• Listing for all NMRA BR Groups 
• Help articles and resources 
• Scale converter 
• Direct access to social media channels 
• Photo submission 
• Members photo gallery 

 
 



Developments 
 
At the AGM held at the Derby Convention, Robin Swan stepped down as President 
after his one year term was completed. David McLaughlin is now the Region 
President and will become the RAC representative for British Region from January 
2018. Charles Hendy was elected Vice President.  Other members of the British 
Region BOD are: Peter Bowen (Membership Director), Chris James (Treasurer) and 
Antony Quinlan (Secretary). 
 
The BOD continues to liaise with the Committee appointed to organize and run the 
2022 National Convention, chaired by Kathy Millatt MMR. Financial support has been 
provided and a budget has been agreed to set aside funds annually for the big 
event. 
 
We attempt to maintain a presence with a display of models and stands advertising 
the NMRA at most of the key model railway exhibitions/shows in our Region.  Our 
marketing strategy, ensures we continually improve our offerings and we share our 
experiences so that all displays, mostly put on by local Groups, achieve the 
optimum.   
 
We continue to produce a series of articles that form an insert to Roundhouse called 
“Back2Basics” which covers in building blocks style all the key aspects of our hobby.  
It came about as a response to a suggestion we need to start back at square one as 
we have so many joiners who are new either to the hobby or North American 
railroading.  Our series has in the last year looked at wiring and electrics, ballasting 
and basic ground cover and DCC basics.  
 
We have a programme agreed with a number of hobby retailers and suppliers, both 
in the UK and Europe, whereby NMRA members, on production of their membership 
card/details, can obtain a discount in one form or another (% off or free postage or 
both).  We review this bi-annually and hope to add suppliers to it as we go. 
 
The last two years has seen a major growth in the interest in Freemo module 
construction for HO members.  At least one third of our groups have modular 
layouts and modules built to a common standard for the NMRA British Region. There 
have been four such events during 2017 and five are planned for 2018 including 
Merstham in Surrey, Christow in Devon, Armitage in Shropshire, and Wells in 
Somerset.  Although not necessarily organised as NMRA events they are attended 
largely by NMRA members.  The NMRA British Region has agreed to provide some 
financial support for this growth area in our Region.  
 
We have developed guidance for those who represent Divisions and Groups to assist 
them in their roles, providing ideas on how to grow the membership and develop 
programmes to entertain members.  This also includes a new programme to reach 
out to those members who are less able to travel to events, by offering lifts or 
places of interest or forming less formal groups to meet and chat over tea and 
coffee or operate a member’s layout. 
 
2. Subjects for discussion.  
 
Electronic NMRA Magazine 
 



Through the Atlantic Director, the NMRA British Region continues to press for 
electronic distribution of the ‘NMRA Magazine’ in light of mounting print and postage 
costs for international mail from the USA. The NMRA British Region ‘Roundhouse’ will 
shortly be available electronically as a pdf for those members subscribing to it. 
There is no reason why the ‘NMRA Magazine’ cannot be made available to members 
by their simply inputting their NMRA membership number and their name. A pdf 
version can have electronic links to advertisers’ websites. If you have a print copy of 
a magazine, you don’t click on the printed page – you open a website. One can just 
as readily do that with a secure pdf. 
 
Achievement Program – Distance Evaluation 
 
AP is one major cornerstone of the benefits available to NMRA members.  
Unfortunately, due to the location of some members and the availability of AP 
judges, it is often difficult, expensive or impossible to assess/judge models entered 
by members who live in locations remote from the nearest AP judges. This issue 
affects many Regions, none more so than European Region and surely some States 
in the USA and provinces in Canada.  The NMRA British Region has the same issue 
though the distances are somewhat less. 
 
On the back of this issue raised separately by the European Region President, Alain 
Kap, the NMRA British Region is developing a pilot exercise to see if a combination 
of high resolution photography, video footage and e-mails across the internet might 
work just as well as viewing the model itself in person.  The AP Team in the NMRA 
British Region is working up a protocol to see if it can work, and identify which 
classes within AP it works best for.   
 
We can approach this in one of two ways: 
 

• Take models that have been judged previously and take photographs etc and 
submit with the relevant paperwork for evaluation and compare the marking 
between that originally given and that under the distance evaluation process; 
or 

• Submit photographs and paperwork of new models for evaluation and then 
take them to a meet or convention at a later date to be assessed afresh “in 
the flesh” as it were, and then compare marks awarded and the judges’ views 
on the process. 
 

If the results of both approaches are within reasonable tolerances it demonstrates 
that the distance evaluation process can work.  We shall then report the outcome to 
National to see if distance evaluation can be used to bring AP to those at the farther 
reaches of the NMRA world. 
 
31 December 2017  
 
David McLaughlin    mobile: 0771 22 66 918 
President NMRA British Region email:   president@nmrabr.org.uk 
4 Springfield Cottages   web:     http://www.nmrabr.org.uk/ 
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Upton Cheyney 
BS30 6NA 
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